
Ministry of Works, Communications and Housing

P.O. Box 10, Entebbe.
22nd December 1971

Ref. EC.E.3/4.II

The Secretary

The institution of Engineers (India)

8, Gokhale Road, Calcutta

Dear Sir,

I refer to your BCT/158 dated 9th December 1971.

The Board entirely bases its assessment of Indian qualified engineers on the list of Universities 

approved by your Institution. There is no other way of ascertaining the level of your degree other than this.

If a candidate has satisfied the Board that his basic qualifications are acceptable as above, then he has 

got to fulfill other conditions. These are:

(1) He should have practical experience acceptable to the Board of not less than three years, and

(2) That he has performed such works that are normally performed by qualified professional engineers.

Where the letter cannot be assessed from the credentials, the candidate is required to appear 

before the meeting of the Board, where he is interviewed and in some cases is required to produce the latest 

document of his work, such as design, construction, or projects that he has been supervising. 

Thus it is imperative that your Institution keeps us informed of the list of acceptable degree 

recognized by it.

Yours faithfully
Sd/-

(Eng. G.W. Owarga)
Registrar

Engineers's Registration Board
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THE INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS

Great George Street, Westminster

London, S.W. 1

Dated : 22nd May, 1952
S/Personal

Mr. B. Seshadri
Assistant Secretary (Technical)
The Institution of Engineers (India)
Calcutta – 20

Dear Sir,

I write to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 15th May, from which I note with interest 

that Mr. M.P. Apte, an Associate Member of The institution of Engineers (India) will be visiting the United 

Kingdom and the Continent on a tour of inspection of constructional works.

In reply, I would say that any facilities or assistance this Institution can give Mr. Apte during his stay in 

this country will be gladly rendered.

It is noted that you have given Mr. Apte a letter of introduction to me and I am instructing the staff in 

our Reception Office here to look after him when he calls.

Yours sincerely
Sd/-

 Secretary
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